RX FOR SECURITY: SONITROL

Taking Preventative Measures

Stringent HIPAA guidelines have made security
a top priority for healthcare facilities across the
U.S. Besides assuring HIPAA compliance,
healthcare facilities pose other security
challenges due to high public traffic and drug
inventories. The best way to safeguard against
possible crime — both internal and external —
is to regulate who has access to your facility, and
to protect it after-hours with the most effective
security system on the market.

The Right Solutions

Sonitrol’s Managed Access Solution allows you
to determine who has access to sensitive areas,
and it is fully integrated with our impact
activated Audio & Video Intrusion alarm that
begins recording a crime as it is occurring.
Trained Sonitrol operators listen, verify and
dispatch police. It is that simple. And it works—
Sonitrol has helped law enforcement
professionals capture over 179,521 criminals.
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..( Security Solutions that Comply with HIPPA
..( Safeguard Internal & External Crime
..( Regulate Access Control

TARGERTED SOLUTIONS TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
Regulate who goes where and when

Sonitrol's access control solutions let you track movement throughout your facility and restrict access to
sensitive areas like the pharmacy and patient records. We'll replace your existing mechanical locks and
keys with electronic locks, badges or cards, and readers. Our access control technology integrates with
our audio & video intrusion alarm and/or video surveillance to record the event that triggered the alarm.
In the meantime, our trained professional operators listen in, verify the event, and dispatch police.

Fast response during emergency situations

The rate of violent crime, assaults and disorderly conduct incidents continues to increase each year in
hospitals. With Sonitrol's Impact Audio Intrusion system and Panic Buttons our 24/7 monitoring station
we can alert the police quickly and efficiently.

Monitor high risk areas

Did you know that Opioid theft by Healthcare employees is on the rise due to the epidemic of opioid
addiction. With our video surveillance technology we can closely monitor and view recorded video of who
and what is going in and out of any high risk area such as pharmacys and storage areas. Want to check
on an area when you are out of the office? No worries with our Sonitrol mobile app you are able to do that
right from your phone.
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